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Devil Among Us

The Murder Tapes

From Monday 16 November at 21:00

From Thursday 19 November at 21:50

When an attack happens, investigators must first consider
motive. All too often, the true identity of a killer is masked
by a twisted web of deceit in which revenge and hate are
the fuel feeding their dark souls. Hiding in plain sight, they
can spend years in the shadows before finally being
caught - a single clue unravelling haunting tales of terror,
loathing and fear. As identities are revealed, a chain is
completed - uncovering a grim series of interconnected
crimes and a trail of suffering in their wake that haunts
communities and loved ones for decades. From moviestyle revenge plots to serial killers, this chilling series
follows the investigations that bring these killers out of
the shadows.

The series that gets closer to crime investigation than ever
continues, with body-cam footage from police
departments across America telling stories from the
viewpoint of the detectives themselves as they are
literally solving the case. From the transgender woman
found shot dead in her car to the year-long investigation
into a woman’s murder outside her workplace, intimate
filming technique captures each tense moment of a
murder investigation. Detectives’ body-cams reveal every
twist and turn, every false lead, and every breakthrough
until the killer is captured and sentenced.

Chaos In Court

ID Mysteries

From Thursday 5 November at 21:00

From Sunday 15 November at 21:00

When individuals are pushed to their limits during a trial,
it often leads to unexpected twists and dramatic moments
in the courtroom. From brawls and defendants on drugs
to a prisoner meeting his baby for the first time, this series
reveals the extraordinary and sometimes bizarre activity
that can take place within the hallowed walls of the
courtroom. Intimate interviews with defendants,
witnesses and family members and expert analysis from
prosecutors and criminal psychologists reveal the
emotional realities of seemingly straightforward legal
proceedings.

Some of the most high-profile mysteries go under the
spotlight with a selection of in-depth documentaries
exploring cases where key questions remain unanswered.
Brittany Murphy: An ID Murder Mystery examines the
shocking death of the Hollywood star, who died aged just
32 in 2009. Authorities said she died of natural causes, but
many believed foul play must be involved. Vanished in
New Canaan: An ID Mystery seeks to uncover the truth
behind a mother-of-five’s mysterious disappearance. In
Little Boy Lost: An ID Mystery, a mother desperately
seeks answers after her seven-year-old son vanished from
school without a trace in 2010. Who Killed The Co Ed: An
ID Murder Mystery investigates the case of a college
student found brutally murdered in her off-campus
apartment. Will new forensic technologies lead to her
killer? And, Disappeared in the Darkness: An ID Mystery
looks at the disappearance of a young woman who had
been enmeshed in a love triangle and a web of lies,
betrayal and fury.
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